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  Cigala & Tango. Gran Rex. DVD 

 
15.50 €
18.18 USD

After enjoying with last disc of Diego El Cigala, the fans of the music have now the opportunity to see it in DVD. 
“Cigala & Tango. Gran Rex” he gathers the concert that Diego offered in Buenos Aires and in the one that recorded his last
work. A party in wich the Flamenco and the tango were together.  
This DVD contains the complete concert in Buenos Aires, with three topics that did not appear on the disc Cigala&Tango,
the documentary movie Corrientes 938 and one video of the song En esta tarde gris. The documentary movie of 42 minutes 
of duration it is directed by the photographer and producing argentinian Claudio Divella and shows how they were the
final rehearsal before the concert that was celebrated in the house of Buenos Aires in wich Diego and his Spanish
companions
resided to prepare Cigala&Tango. The DVD includes also the meeting of El Cigala with the accoordion player Néstor Marconi,
the guitarist Juanjo Domínguez and the singer Andres Calamaro, who become his allies into this new musical adventure.

The video of the concert of 76 minutes shows the unforgettable concert of El Cigala offered in the great theatre of 
Buenos Aires last april wich it finished with a great ovation on the part of more than 3.000 persons who were filling the 
mythical theatre. A very special concert in wich Cigala, the Spanish and argentinian review argentinian classics: Las
cuarenta, Sus ojos se cerraron
and Tomo y obligo and contemporary creations as Garganta con arena of Cacho Castaña. The DVD contains too four
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unpublished
topics on the disc: Tema de Amor, of GodFather BSO), San Migueles, El Chorrito and Dos Gardenias.

This DVD includes a book of 24 pages about the concert with a text of Claudio Divella and it includes the lyrics of songs
played during the concert and some articles of this event.


